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1. As of 06/30/2021. Franklin Templeton acquired Legg Mason on 07/31/2020.

2. Investment professionals include portfolio managers, research analysts, research associates, investment support and execut ives of Franklin Templeton, Legg Mason and subsidiary 

investment management groups. 

3. As of March 2021. Franklin Templeton was ranked first in the cross-border management group category by PwC in their 2021 Benchmark Your Global Fund Distribution Report, which ranks 

asset managers on the number of countries in which their cross-border funds are distributed.

4. Based on information from the International Monetary Fund, World Economic Outlook Database, October 2020.
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Franklin Templeton is a global leader in 

asset management serving clients in 

over 160 countries

34
Countries 

with Offices

We have one of the industry’s broadest global footprints The strength and experience 
of a global leader

• We are the world’s top 

cross-border fund manager3

• Located in countries 

representing 84% 

of the world’s GDP4

We are the sixth largest independent asset manager in the world, with1: 

70+

years of asset 

management experience

$1.50Trillion
(USD) total assets

under management

1,250+

investment professionals2

10,900+

employees globally
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We are one of the world’s largest 

independent investment managers 

All data as of 06/30/2021. Assets under management represent combined assets of Franklin Templeton, Legg Mason, and subsidiary investment management groups. Franklin 

Templeton acquired Legg Mason on 07/31/2020.

$117.6

74% 10%8% 4% 2%2%

United States Europe Asia Pacific

Other Americas Middle East / Africa Canada

54% 44% 2%

Retail Institutional High Net Worth

Our AUM is diversified across asset classes (US$ billions)

AUM is greatest in the US followed by 
Europe and Asia

Assets are balanced between Retail 
and Institutional

$xxx $xxx $xxx

$xxx

$1.50  Trillion 
in total assets 
under management

$536.90  $658.10  

$682.40  Billion
in institutional assets under management

$140.80   

$153.00  

$63.30  
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Franklin Real Asset Advisors
Expertise Gained Over Multiple Market Cycles

Photos reprinted with permission.

2005 | Healthcare

Germany

2007 | Healthcare

Switzerland

2007 | Justice
UK

2011 | Education

Sweden

Joined GRESB and launched Global Real Assets Fund2017

SRI investing for sovereign wealth fund2009

ESG reporting2007

First social infrastructure investment2005

First global private real estate pooled vehicle2002

First global value-added private real estate separate account1997

First global listed property separate account1994

Became a UN PRI signatory2013

First global core separate account for supranational investor1984

Impact Investing for U.S. public pension funds2010

Franklin Templeton Social Infrastructure Fund2018
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IMPACT INVESTING 

THEORY
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The UN Sustainable Development Goals

Key Attributes

• Global

• Comprehensive

• Built bottom-up

• Data-focused

• Funding-agnostic

• Universal language

Source: United Nation Sustainable Development Goals

“A universal call to action to end poverty, protect the planet and ensure that 
all people enjoy peace and prosperity”
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Investors’ Intentions Relate to Three Types 

of Responsible Investing: A, B or C.

Source: Impact Project Management analysis. August 2020.
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Act to avoid 
harm

Does (or 
may) 
cause 
harm

Benefit 
stakeholders

Contribute 
to solutions
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Impact Investing – Market Thesis

7

17 SDGs

Traditional 
Funding Sources

Annual 
Funding

Systemic 
Funding 
Shortfall

IMPACT 
INVESTING

•+$2.5 tr in annual funding shortfalls

•Government subsidies

•Philanthropies

•Private capital requirements

•Return-based objectives

•United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

• “End poverty, protect the planet, and ensure prosperity for all”
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The New Efficient Frontier

Source: ImpactAssets Issue Brief #2: Risk, Return and Impact: Understanding Diversification and Performance Within an Impact Investing Portfolio. 

Source: Responsible Investor: Social Investment Pioneer Sir Ronald Cohen: Risk, Return…and Impact,” March 1, 2008.
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…but how do we measure impact?
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Impact Measurement & Management

9

For illustrative and discussion purposes only. 

The Five Building Blocks for Impact Management

Objectives

Standards

Certifications

Methodologies

Metrics
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Theory of Change – a Critical Starting Point

10

For illustrative and discussion purposes only. 
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Impact Process in Action

11

Measuring your Contribution to the Sustainable Development Goals

For illustrative and discussion purposes only. 

3.
DEFINE 
POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTION

• Install low-flow toilets, 
aerators and motion 
sensing taps

4.
ESTABLISH KPIs FOR OUR 
CONTRIBUTIONS

• Volume of water used by 
residents

5.
CONTRIBUTIONS MAPPED 
AGAINST SDG INDICATORS

• INDICATOR 6.4.1
Change in water-use 
efficiency over time

• INDICATOR 6.4.2
Level of water stress

2.
IDENTIFY THE 
SDG TARGETS

1.
IDENTIFY THE PERTINENT 
SDGs
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WHY SOCIAL 

INFRASTRUCTURE?
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Why Impact Investing in Real Estate?

1. “Environmental Sustainability Principles for the Real Estate Industry” World Economic Forum (WEF), World Economic Forum Industry Agenda Council on the Future 

of Real Estate & Urbanization and World Bank January 2016. For illustrative purposes.

2. Boosting Investment in Social Infrastructure in Europe, Report of the High-Level Task Force on Investing in Social Infrastructure in Europe, European Commission, 

As of January, 2018

The real estate sector (as a % of total)1 The funding gap in Social Infrastructure2
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What is Social Infrastructure?

Source: Franklin Real Assets Advisors
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COVID-19 Impacts on Real Estate (1/2)

Medical
Facilities

Residential

Schools

Office

Logistics

Retail

Hospitality

Senior
HousingStudent Housing

C
O

V
ID

-1
9
 S

e
n

s
it
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it

y

Economic Sensitivity

Traditional Commercial

Real Estate Sectors

Social Infrastructure

Sectors

Source: Morgan Stanley, Franklin Real Asset Advisors. As of March 2020. For illustrative purposes only.

• Social Infrastructure assets are more favorably positioned compared to traditional commercial real estate

assets
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COVID-19 Impacts on Real Estate (2/2)

• Severe disruption 

as travel has 

ceased and 

operations closed.

• Recovery likely to 

be gradual. 

Hospitality Retail Office Logistics

• High impact from 

slowed consumer 

activity and closed 

shops

• High street and 

essential needs-

based centres are 

more defensive.

• Take-up likely to 

slow down due to 

weak economic 

backdrop.

• Potential 

structural change 

in long-term 

demand due to 

broader use of 

flexible working.

• E-commerce 

growth likely to 

accelerate due to 

quarantines. 

• Likely to benefit 

as companies 

shore up supply 

chains.

• Lower impact due 

to critical and 

essential 

services.

• High credit, long-

duration leases 

limits near-term 

volatility. 

Most Severe

Social 

Infrastructure

Sector

Estimated 

Degree of 

Impact

Comments

Source: Franklin Real Asset Advisors. For illustrative purposes only. April 2020.
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SOCIAL 

INFRASTRUCTURE 

INVESTING IN PRACTICE
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A Diversified, Pan-European Portfolio of 

Social Infrastructure Assets

Healthcare

Education

Housing

Justice and

Emergency

Civic

• Medical facilities, ancillary infrastructure

• Nursing home

Target Sector

• Primary and secondary schools

• Further education and universities

• Student, social and affordable housing

• Public servant housing

• Court houses

• Police and fire stations

• Sports facilities

• Community & Local government facilities

Franklin Templeton Social Infrastructure Strategy 

Eurozone 60-80%

UK 10-20%

Scandinavia 5-15%

Other Europe 0-10%

Target Geography

Allocation 

range

18
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A Dual Return Investment Strategy

Financial 

Return

Objective

Impact 

Return 

Objective*

Dual Return

Franklin Templeton 

Social Infrastructure

A strategy that seeks to identify investment opportunities where an Impact Return is achieved 

together with a Financial Return at market level

Long-Term Stable and Inflation-Linked Cash Flow

Low Correlation to GDP and Market

Good downside protection from alternative uses

Community: Increased 

access to quality health,

housing, education, and 

civic sources

Environment: enhanced 

resource efficiency and 

conservation

€

* The impact objectives of the strategy are aligned with six of the 17 United Nations Sustainable Development Goals 

(SDGs), a universally-recognized set of global goals to spur and organize action on social and environmental issues.

€

€

€
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Franklin Templeton Social Infrastructure Strategy
Financial Return Objective

A well-constructed portfolio that seeks to produce returns in line with market with an income 

premium compared to commercial assets.

Target AllocationSector

Healthcare

Education

Housing

Justice and

Emergency

Civic

10-40% 40%

10-40% 40%

10-40% 50%

0-25% 30%

0-25% 30%

Model

Portfolio
40%

Target LTV

Sector Assumptions for Model Portfolio

Asset business plan 10 years

Rental Growth In line with inflation

Inflation 1-2% p.a.

Exit Yield In line with entry

Core Allocation 70%

Target Return*

Inflation + 5.00% p.a. 

over a 5-year rolling 

horizon

General Assumptions

*Inflation is measured by the Harmonized Index of Consumer Prices (HICP) EU core inflation rate. Target Return shall be net of Fund Expenses but gross of the Management Fee (as 
defined in the Management Fee section of the Confidential Private Offering Memorandum) and any Tax payable by or withheld in respect of Fund investors on receipt of, or withheld from, 
any distribution.
Information is for illustrative and discussion purposes only. Actual allocations and portfolio composition for a product will vary based on a variety of factors.

20
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Fully Integrated Impact Management Process

The strategy integrates impact at each stage of the investment process, through tools and 

frameworks based on best practices for impact management.

Due Diligence

Portfolio 
Construction

Monitoring & 
Reporting

Sourcing
1 Impact policy & 

objectives

2 Impact screening criteria & 

tool

4 Impact rating 

framework

3 Impact due diligence

6 Diversification of 

impact

5 Integration of impact in

investment approval

7 Impact data monitoring &

reporting system

8 Advisory committee

42

For illustrative and discussion purposes only. 
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Franklin Templeton Social Infrastructure Strategy
Portfolio as of 30 June 2021 (Closed & Exchanged)

Percent GAV by Country Percent GAV by City

Healthcare Education Housing Justice & Emergency Civic

Brighton

London

Madrid

Aachen

Stockholm

Venice

Cambridge Copenhagen

Milan

Nottingham

Note: Figures represented in terms of Gross Asset Value (GAV).

Spain

Italy

Germany

Denmark

Sweden

UK

Bari

Dortmund

22

Manchester

Barcelona
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Franklin Templeton Social Infrastructure Strategy
Sample Pipeline Investments

1. Indicates assets under exclusivity. 
The investments described above represent Franklin Templeton Institutional, LLC’s proposed portfolio investments rather than definite investments for a portfolio. Various factors, such 
as fund size and closing dates, may impact an actual investment in a proposed investment. The above information reflects Franklin Real Asset Advisors’ analysis and opinions as of 
30 June 2021. The views expressed may differ from those expressed by other investment platforms or strategies within Franklin Templeton. The information is not a complete analysis of 
every aspect of any market, country, industry or security nor is it a recommendation or advice for any particular investment or strategy. 

23

# Sector Project Name Country Use Building Type Price (€m)

1 Education Tomme 1 France Higher education Redevelopment/Repositioning 41.0

2 Housing Erasmus 1 Denmark Student Housing Existing 23.5

3 Healthcare Maria 1 Italy Clinic Existing 17.0

4 Housing Turquoise 1 1 Spain Affordable housing / Sport facility Development 12.0

5 Housing Mix Ireland Social Housing Development 69.0

6 Education Tower Spain Higher education Existing 17.5

7 Housing Green Germany Senior Housing Mixed 150.0

8 Healthcare Cyan Spain Clinic Existing 13.0

9 Housing Coastal Ireland Social Housing Development 15.0

10 Healthcare Angel Italy Clinic Refurbishment/Restructuration 20.0

11 Housing Ibis Spain Social Housing Existing 100.0

12 Education Aligot France Educational Building Redevelopment 30.0

13 Housing Turquoise 2 Spain Affordable housing / Sport facility Development 15.0

14 Civic Blimp Germany Town Hall Existing 85.0

15 Justice and Emergency Nectaire France Appeals Court Existing 25.0

16 Housing Hand Ireland Social Housing Development 70.0

17 Healthcare Cheese Italy Nursing Home Refurbishment/Restructuration 30.5

18 Healthcare Charles Italy Nursing home Existing 11.0

19 Education Fourme France Higher education Development 26.5

20 Housing Saint France Student housing Redevelopment/Repositioning 16.5

21 Education Chat UK School Existing 6.5

22 Housing Glass Ireland Social Housing Development 50.0

23 Healthcare Trigon Germany Clinic Existing 19.0

24 Housing Lux France Student housing Development 15.0

25 Healthcare Lago Pavilion Italy Hospice Facility Redevelopment/Repositioning 10.0

26 Housing Heron Ireland Social Housing Development 20.5

27 Education Friend Italy Secondary Schools Existing 32.0

28 Housing Bord France Student housing Development 25.0

29 Education Libro Italy International School Existing 26.5

Total 992.0

Average 34.2
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INVESTMENT

EXAMPLES
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Juvenile Court (Madrid)
Juvenile Courthouse in a growing business district of Eastern Madrid

Location Spain, Madrid

Area 6,586 sqm

Constructed 2002

Deal Type Core

Status Closed

WALB / WALT - / 9.2 years

Yield 5.9%

Target Return1 6.5% (Unlevered)

Investment Thesis

• Acquisition of a juvenile courthouse in a growing business district in the eastern
part of Madrid.

• Excellent transport connectivity, located adjacent to underground stations and
within easy reach of Madrid’s international airport.

• Freehold on a long-term break free double-net lease, single-let to a government
tenant, providing long and sustainable cash flow streams.

• Rare opportunity to acquire a “Justice” asset, essential to the community, and
build strong relationships with the local government.

Justice and Emergency

Note: “Yield” and “Target Return” based on “General Assumptions” on pg 12.
1. There is no assurance that any projection, estimate or forecast will be realized.
The above information reflects Franklin Real Asset Advisors’ analysis and opinions as of March 31, 2019. The views expressed may differ from those expressed by other investment platforms or strategies 
within Franklin Templeton. The information is not a complete analysis of every aspect of any market, country, industry or security nor is it a recommendation or advice for any particular investment or strategy. 
Photo reprinted with permission.

25

Micro Location

Macro 
Location

Macro Location

Madrid

Target

City Centre
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Juvenile Court (Madrid)
Juvenile Courthouse in a growing business district of Eastern Madrid

• Supporting the continued use of this court in Madrid and enhancing its quality over
time

The above information reflects Franklin Real Asset Advisors’ analysis and opinions as of March 31, 2019. The views expressed may differ from those expressed by other investment platforms or strategies 
within Franklin Templeton. The information is not a complete analysis of every aspect of any market, country, industry or security nor is it a recommendation or advice for any particular investment or strategy. 
Photo reprinted with permission.

2. Contributions (Primary)

1       2      3       4       5

Initial

Projected

1       2      3       4       5

Initial

Projected

Community

Theory of Change

Through the purchase and active ownership of

the juvenile courthouse in Madrid we seek to

improve the operation and accessibility of an

essential justice asset which helps to promote

peaceful and inclusive societies and justice for

all.

1. Challenge

The current quality of service provided at the asset is acceptable, but missing out on

opportunity to improve the outcomes for the 1.3 million youth it serves.

3.  Outcomes

Environmental

• Finance construction of Gesell Chamber which can reduce the stress of testifying for
victims of violence

• Reduce energy and water usage through smart metering and enhanced building
management system

• Upgrade HVAC systems

• Foster partnerships with local law schools, youth-focused community organizations and
non-profits focused on training judges, lawyers and psychologists on best use of Gesell
chambers..

Seek to measurably increase community value through direct improvement of quality of service and
creation of community partnerships. Aim to reduce pollution, water use and energy use through
operational enhancements and HVAC upgrades.

26
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Anemone II
Secondary School with Large Playfield in London

Investment Thesis

• Acquisition of a secondary school and associated playing fields in a southwest

suburb of London.

• The transaction is structured as a sale-and-leaseback with an educational provider

on a long-term break-free FRI lease with annual indexation to UK RPI.

• Downside risk is mitigated through the low capital value the Fund purchased the

asset at, with a significant discount to alternative uses in the area.

• Opportunity to help fund the tenant’s expansion of the site to facilitate more seats for

pupils in return for a higher rent.

Education

27

Macro Location Micro Location

Asset

City Centre

London

Location UK, London

Area 23,352 sqft

Constructed / Refurbished 1890s / 1990s

Deal Type Core

Status Closed

WALB / WALT 28.7 / 28.7 years

The above summary of a recent investment is for illustrative purposes only. The recent investments presented herein represent the three most recent investments that are not of the same 
geographical location or sector. For a complete list of all investments, please refer to slide 18. This is an example of a recent investment purchased pursuant to investment advice of the investment 
manager. This is not a complete analysis of every material fact regarding an industry, security or investment and should not be viewed as a recommendation to purchase, sell or hold any particular investment. It 
is, however, intended to provide insight into Franklin Real Asset Advisors’ investment management process. The actions taken with respect to this investment and its performance may not be representative of 
other advice or investments. The investments identified do not represent the Fund’s entire holdings and in the aggregate may represent only a small percentage of such holdings. There is no assurance that 
investments purchased will remain in the Fund’s portfolio. In addition, it should not be assumed that any investment transactions discussed were or will prove to be profitable. Photo reprinted with permission.
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Thames (Riverston & Beech Hall)
Special Education Needs Schools

Education Macro Location Micro Location

London

Location
UK, London & 

Manchester

Area 76,219 sqft

Constructed / Refurbished 1800s / 2010s

Deal Type Core

Status Closed

WALB / WALT 29.9 / 29.9 Years

Investment Thesis

• Fully-integrated independent schools located in London and Greater Manchester.

• Schools focus on educating special education needs students and are considered

leaders in service quality within the space.

• The assets are currently home to more than 300 pupils and 70 teachers. The

student bodies are composed of children from several nearby towns.

• The schools will be let to a high-quality educational operator on 30-year FRI leases with

annual RPI indexation subject to a floor and cap of 1% and 4%, respectively,

generating strong income to the Fund.

The above summary of a recent investment is for illustrative purposes only. The recent investments presented herein represent the three most recent investments that are not of the same 
geographical location or sector. For a complete list of all investments, please refer to slide 18. This is an example of a recent investment purchased pursuant to investment advice of the investment 
manager. This is not a complete analysis of every material fact regarding an industry, security or investment and should not be viewed as a recommendation to purchase, sell or hold any particular investment. It 
is, however, intended to provide insight into Franklin Real Asset Advisors’ investment management process. The actions taken with respect to this investment and its performance may not be representative of 
other advice or investments. The investments identified do not represent the Fund’s entire holdings and in the aggregate may represent only a small percentage of such holdings. There is no assurance that 
investments purchased will remain in the Fund’s portfolio. In addition, it should not be assumed that any investment transactions discussed were or will prove to be profitable. Photo reprinted with permission.

Manchester

Riverston

Beech Hall

28
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IMPACT MEASUREMENT 

AND MANAGEMENT
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Impact Return Metrics
Defining and Assessing Impact

COMMUNITY VALUE ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE

How much value does the asset contribute to the community’s 
development and wellbeing?

How strong is the environmental performance of the asset?

Good health and well-being - Ensure healthy lives and promote 
well-being for all at all ages.

Sustainable cities and communities - Make cities and human 
settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable.

Quality education - Ensure inclusive and equitable quality 
education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all.

Affordable and Clean Energy - Ensure access to affordable, 
reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all.

Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions - Promote peaceful and 
inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access 
to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive 
institutions at all levels. 

Clean Water and Sanitation - Ensure availability and sustainable 
management of water and sanitation for all. 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

Projected rating

(with FT contribution) 
Acquisition rating

Acquisition

Current

Projected

Acquisition

Current

Projected

The strategy’s impact objectives support the six UN Sustainable Development Goals below, and measurement of progress will 

be aligned with Impact Reporting and Investment Standards (IRIS). By employing a proprietary framework, the initial and 

potential investment’s impact will be rated at acquisition, and the progress will be reported during the investment lifetime.

For illustrative and discussion purposes only. 
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Impact Factors

For illustrative and discussion purposes only.  

Pollution

Energy Use

Water Use

Waste and Recycling

Biodiversity and Greenspace

Community Purpose, Essentiality, and 
Quality of Service

Quantity of Services

Partnerships and Community 
Development

Accessibility and Connectivity

Economic Growth and Employment 

Community Factors Environmental Factors
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Impact Dashboard
Factors Behind the Framework

For illustrative and discussion purposes only. 
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IMPACT

CASE STUDY
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Community Impact - Case Study
Rehabilitation Hospital & Nursing Home – Lido di Venezia

Source: Franklin Real Asset Advisors, September 2020

Theory of Change

The region has approximately 4.9 million

inhabitants. Within Veneto, approximately 22.6%

of the population is above the age of 65, with

projections showing this figure rising to 33% by

the year 2038. Through our active ownership and

aligned long-term capital we aim to maintain the

availability of essential healthcare services while

increasing their quality throughout the holding

period.

Location Italy, Lido di Venezia

Area c. 32,963 sqm

Constructed / Refurbished 1949 / 2010

Deal Type Core

Status Closed

WALB / WALT - / 30 years

Target Return1 7.7% (Unlevered)

1       2      3       4       5

Initial

Projected

1       2      3       4       5

Initial

Projected

Community

Environmental

Score

Summary

City Centre

Asset

Micro Location
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Case Study
Aligned Long-Term Capital

1. Challenges 2. Contribution Examples 3. Outcomes

1. Preserve

2. Improve

3. Expand

Potential Closure Structured Deal with 

New Operators
Preservation

Source: Franklin Real Asset Advisors, September 2020
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Case Study
Function Enhancement

1. Challenges 2. Contribution Examples 3. Outcomes

€6mil Capex Refurbishment

Inferior Nursing Home 

service
New high-quality 

operators

Aging Buildings

Superior nursing home 

services

Burgeoning world-class 

research facility

1. Preserve

2. Improve

3. Expand

Source: Franklin Real Asset Advisors, September 2020

New Sensorial Garden
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Case Study
Purpose-Driven Development

1. Challenges 2. Contribution Examples 3. Outcomes

Plan to construct new end-of-

life care facility

Increased SupplyDemand for beds

1. Preserve

2. Improve

3. Expand

Source: Franklin Real Asset Advisors, September 2020
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Case Study
Stakeholder Partnerships

1. Challenges 2. Contribution Examples 3. Outcomes

Expand water bus service Improved accessAccessibility

Potential new hospital 

Covid-19
New hospital opportunity

Source:.VeneziaToday

1. Preserve

2. Improve

3. Expand

Source: Franklin Real Asset Advisors, September 2020
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Management Profile
Franklin Real Asset Advisors

JOHN G. LEVY, CFA, CAIA

Director of Impact

Franklin Real Asset Advisors

Franklin Advisers, Inc.

San Mateo, California, United States

John Levy is the Director of Impact for Franklin Real Asset 

Advisors. He is responsible for the thoughtful integration of 

impact management into the Real Asset team’s investment 

processes. Mr. Levy manages a framework which covers 

impact goal-setting, measurement, evaluation and reporting. 

Prior to his current role, Mr. Levy was director of manager 

research for Franklin Templeton Multi-Asset Solutions. Mr. 

Levy began working for Franklin Templeton in 2005 as an 

intern. He later joined the company's Futures Program and 

took a position with Franklin Templeton Solutions in 2008, 

and Franklin Real Asset Advisors in 2018.

Mr. Levy holds a B.A. in economics and political science from 

Bucknell University (2005). He graduated Magna Cum Laude 

with Honors in economics. He is a Chartered Financial 

Analyst (CFA) charterholder and a Chartered Alternative 

Investment Analyst (CAIA) charterholder.
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Management Profile
Franklin Real Asset Advisors

GASTON BRANDES

Director

Franklin Real Asset Advisors

Franklin Templeton 

International Services S.à r.l.

Frankfurt, Germany

Gaston Brandes joined Franklin Real Asset Advisors as a 

Director and Head of Institutional Portfolio Manager EMEA in 

January 2020. He is an integrated member of the investment 

team, focusing on partnerships with key distribution channels 

to support business growth and the retention of assets.

Prior to his current role, Mr. Brandes held several senior roles 

in real estate including as Managing Director, Head of 

Business Development Real Estate at Aviva Investors, Head 

of Capital Markets for Grosvenor’s Fund Management 

business based in London, Executive Director for Global Real 

Estate Products & Business Development with UBS Global 

Asset Management based in Zurich and Frankfurt. Prior to 

joining UBS, Mr. Brandes worked as a student part time for 

Franklin Templeton Investments from 1996 to 1999 and then 

full time from 2000 to 2007 in various functions in Fort 

Lauderdale, New York, London and Frankfurt. Mr. Brandes 

entered the real estate industry in 2003.

Mr. Brandes holds an MBA and a BSc. in Small 

Business/Entrepreneurship from Florida Atlantic University.
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Disclosures

This document does not constitute an offering of any security, product, service or fund, including interests in Franklin Templeton Social Infrastructure Fund, S.C.A. 

SICAV-SIF (the “Fund”), which can only be made to qualified investors by the Fund’s Confidential Private Offering Memorandum (the “Memorandum”), nor does it 

constitute any type of investment advice. This document is for informational purposes only and may not be relied upon by you in evaluating the merits of investing in 

the Fund. It is qualified in its entirety by the Memorandum and no offering of interests in the Fund may be made by any literature, advertising, or document in 

whatever form other than the Memorandum, which supersedes and may qualify, and differ from, the information and opinions contained herein. The Memorandum 

contains important information regarding the Fund’s investment objectives, risks, fees, liquidity, and other matters of interest and should be carefully read prior to an 

investment in the Fund. There are no assurances that the stated investment objectives of the Fund will be met. 

All investments are subject to certain risks. Generally, investments offering the potential for higher returns are accompanied by a higher degree of risk. The risks 

associated with a social infrastructure strategy include, but are not limited to various risks inherent in the ownership of real estate property, such as fluctuations in 

lease occupancy rates and operating expenses, variations in rental schedules, which in turn may be adversely affected by general and local economic conditions, 

the supply and demand for real estate properties or social infrastructure, zoning laws, rent control laws, real property taxes, the availability and costs of financing, 

environmental laws, and uninsured losses (generally from catastrophic events such as earthquakes, floods and wars). In addition, bond prices are affected by 

interest rate changes. High-yield, lower-rated (junk) bonds generally have greater price swings and higher default risks. Foreign investing, especially in developing 

countries, has additional risks such as currency and market volatility and political or social instability.

An investment in the Fund involves a high degree of risk, may be considered speculative and is suitable only for investors who can afford to risk the loss of all or 

substantially all of such investment. The Fund will employ leverage and will hold illiquid investments. The Fund’s performance may be volatile. The Fund’s fees and 

expenses may offset its profits. The Fund is not subject to the same regulatory requirements as registered investment companies. Where securities are issued in a 

currency other than the investors’ currency of reference, changes in exchange rates may have an adverse effect on the value of the investment. The Fund may use 

a single investment manager or employ a single strategy, which could result in a lack of diversification and higher risk. Please refer to the Memorandum for a more 

detailed description of the risks of investing in the Fund.

The risks associated with a social infrastructure strategy shall also include risks associated with the general economic climate, geographic or market concentration, 

government regulations, and fluctuations in interest rates. In addition, changes in global economic conditions, as well as conditions of international financial markets, 

may adversely affect social infrastructure investments.  In particular, because of the long lead-time between the inception of a social infrastructure project and its 

completion, a well-conceived project may, as a result of changes in investor sentiment, the financial markets, economic, political or other conditions prior to its 

completion, become an economically unattractive investment. 

Acquisitions of underlying social infrastructure investments entail the risk that such investments will fail to perform in accordance with expectations, including 

operating and leasing expectations. Redevelopment and new project developments are subject to numerous risks, including construction delays, cost overruns or 

force majeure events that may increase project costs, new project commencement risks, such as receipt of zoning, occupancy and other required approvals and 

permits and development costs associated with projects that are not pursued to completion.

The Fund will not be registered in any jurisdiction, there will be no public market for the interests in the Fund. The Fund interests may only be offered for sale in 

jurisdictions where offers and sales are permitted. Neither the Fund nor the sale of Fund interests will be registered under the laws of any jurisdiction. Interests in the 

Fund may not be appropriate for all investors and involve important legal and tax consequences and investment risks that should be discussed with your 

professional financial, legal and tax advisors prior to investing. 

The information contained in this document is not a complete description or analysis of every risk or material fact regarding the relevant markets or the Fund. 

Statements of fact cited by Franklin Templeton Institutional, LLC (“FTI LLC”) have been obtained from sources considered reliable, but no representation is made as 

to the completeness or accuracy of information. Because market and economic conditions are subject to rapid change, opinions provided are only valid as of the 

date of the material and are subject to change without notice.
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Disclosures

Past performance is not an indicator or a guarantee of future performance.

This document includes forward-looking statements related to, among other things, the future financial performance and objectives of the Fund. These forward-

looking statements are typically identified by terminology such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “expect,” “anticipates,” “plans,” “intends,” “believes,” “estimates,” “projects,” 

“predicts,” “seeks,” “potential,” “continue,” “designed to,” “aim of” or other similar terminology. Forward-looking statements are inherently unreliable, and prospective 

investors should not rely on them. The forward-looking statements are based on the Fund’s current expectations, assumptions, estimates and projections about 

future events. Actual results are subject to numerous risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed in a forward-

looking statement. The Fund has no obligation to update or otherwise revise any forward-looking statement after the date of this presentation or to reflect the 

occurrence of unanticipated events.

In general, unexpected local, regional or global events, such as the spread of infectious illnesses or other public health issues and their aftermaths, could have a 

significant adverse impact on the Fund’s operations (including the ability of the Fund to find and execute suitable investments) and therefore the Fund's potential 

returns. In addition, such infectious illness outbreaks, as well as any restrictive measures implemented to control such outbreaks, could adversely affect the 

economies of many nations or the entire global economy, the financial condition of individual issuers or companies (including those that are held by, or are 

counterparties or service providers to, the Fund) and capital markets in ways that cannot necessarily be foreseen, and such impact could be significant and long 

term. Moreover, the impact of infectious illnesses in emerging market countries may be greater due to generally less established healthcare systems.

For example, an outbreak of an infectious respiratory illness caused by a novel coronavirus known as COVID-19 was first detected in China in December 2019 and 

later detected globally, causing the World Health Organization to declare it a pandemic.  This coronavirus caused global distress and market volatility and 

uncertainty, and it resulted in travel restrictions, closed international borders, enhanced health screenings at ports of entry and elsewhere, disruption of and delays in 

healthcare service preparation and delivery, prolonged quarantines, cancellations of services, supply chain disruptions, and disruptions or suspensions of business 

activities across a wide range of industries and lower consumer demand.  

Public health crises caused by COVID-19 or other outbreaks will, from time to time, also exacerbate other pre-existing political, social and economic risks in certain 

countries, regions or globally. It is not possible to determine the duration and severity of any potential adverse impact of the COVID-19 outbreak or any other public 

health issue on the Fund, its service providers, its investments, or more broadly upon the global economy.

In addition, any performance information included in these materials are provided solely as of the date indicated therein. Given the global distress, market volatility 

and uncertainty resulting from the COVID-19 outbreak, the value of the Fund’s investments may be unpredictable and volatile, and as such, the performance of the 

Fund subsequent to the date indicated herein may vary significantly from the performance shown in this presentation.

Information contained in this document is as of 31 March 2021, unless otherwise indicated, and does not purport to be complete, nor does FTI LLC undertake any 

duty to update the information set forth herein.

© 2021 Franklin Templeton. All rights reserved.
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Important Information

Potential Benefits:
• Access to a growing asset class with improved liquidity.

• A well-balanced pan-European portfolio with focus on the Eurozone and on the three core sectors of social infrastructure.

• An investment that seeks to identify investment opportunities where an Impact Return is pursued together with a Financial Return at 

market level.

• A well-constructed portfolio that is expected to produce an income premium compared to commercial assets.

Potential Risks:
• The Fund may be considered speculative and is suitable only for investors who can afford to risk the loss of substantially all of such 

investment. 

• The Fund will employ leverage and will hold illiquid investments.

• The risks associated with a social infrastructure investment include, but are not limited to, various risks inherent in the ownership of 

real estate property, such as fluctuations in lease occupancy rates and operating expenses, variations in rental schedules, which in 

turn may be adversely affected by general and local economic conditions and the supply and demand for real estate properties.

• The risks associated with a social infrastructure investment shall also include risks associated with the general economic climate, 

geographic or market concentration, government regulations, and fluctuations in interest rates. 

Foreign investments carry risks such as currency and market volatility and political or social instability. New developments and redevelopments may also be subject to other risks, including 
construction delays, cost overruns or force majeure events that increase project costs, project commencement risks, such as receipt of zoning, occupancy and other required approvals 
and permits, and development costs associated with projects not pursued to completion.
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Important Information

This document is intended to be of general interest only and does not constitute legal or tax advice nor is it an offer for shares or invitation to apply for shares of the 

Luxembourg-domiciled fund Franklin Templeton Social Infrastructure Fund S.C.A., SICAV-SIF (the “Fund”). Nothing in this document should be construed as 

investment advice. Franklin Templeton has exercised professional care and diligence in the collection of information in this document. However, data from third party 

sources may have been used in its preparation and Franklin Templeton has not independently verified, validated or audited such data. Opinions expressed are the 

author’s at the publication date and they are subject to change without prior notice. Given the rapidly changing market environment, Franklin Templeton disclaim 

responsibility for updating this material.

Subscriptions to shares of the Fund can only be made on the basis of the current private offering memorandum (the “memorandum”) of the Fund as well as other 

regulatory/legally required Fund documents, as relevant.

Shares may only be held by “well-informed investors” within the meaning of Luxembourg Law of 23 July 2016 relating to Reserved Alternative Investment Funds, as 

may be amended from time to time. No shares of the Fund may be directly or indirectly offered or sold to nationals or residents of the United States of America.

The value of shares in the Fund and income received from it can go down as well as up, and investors may not get back the full amount invested. Past performance 

is not an indicator or a guarantee of future performance. Currency fluctuations may affect the value of overseas investments. When investing in a fund 

denominated in a foreign currency, your performance may also be affected by currency fluctuations.

An investment in the Fund entails risks which are described in the Fund’s memorandum. An investment in the Fund will involve risks due to, among other things, the 

nature of the Fund’s investments. Investments in derivative instrument entail specific risks more fully described in the Fund’s memorandum.

The Fund's Offering Memorandum can be obtained, in English, from your FT representative. In addition, a summary of investor rights is available from summary-of-

investor-rights.pdf (franklintempleton.lu). The summary is available in English.

The Fund is notified for marketing in multiple EU Member States under the AIFMD Directive. The Fund can terminate such notifications for any share class and/or 

sub-fund at any time by using the process contained in Article 32a of the AIFMD Directive.

Any research and analysis contained in this document has been procured by Franklin Templeton for its own purposes and is provided to you only incidentally.

References to particular industries, sectors or companies are for general information and are not necessarily indicative of a fund’s holding at any one time. Franklin 

Templeton shall not be liable to any user of this document or to any other person or entity for the inaccuracy of information or any errors or omissions in its contents, 

regardless of the cause of such inaccuracy, error or omission.

For more information about any Franklin Templetons fund, UK investors should contact: Franklin Templeton, Telephone: 020 7073 8500, Email: 

clientserviceuk@franklintempleton.co.uk or write to us at the address below. Alternatively, visit www.franklintempleton.co.uk. 

Issued by Franklin Templeton Investment Management Limited (FTIML) Registered office: Cannon Place, 78 Cannon Street, London EC4N 6HL. FTIML is authorised 

and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

© Copyright 2020. Franklin Templeton. All rights reserved.

https://www.franklintempleton.lu/download/en-lu/common/krhb7oe1/summary-of-investor-rights.pdf

